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Total:  13 / 16
Mean:  5

Std Dev:  0.00

Total:  13 / 16
Mean:  5

Std Dev:  0.00

Total:  13 / 16
Mean:  4.85

Std Dev:  0.38

Total:  13 / 16
Mean:  4.92

Std Dev:  0.28

Total:  13 / 16
Mean:  5

Std Dev:  0.00

Total:  13 / 16
Mean:  5

Std Dev:  0.00

Total:  13 / 16
Mean:  5

Std Dev:  0.00

Total:  13 / 16
Mean:  5

Std Dev:  0.00

Total:  13 / 16
Mean:  5

Std Dev:  0.00

Total:  13 / 16
Mean:  5

Std Dev:  0.00

Brief Responses for MATH243061D for 2022 Fall (2228) - Instructor Nakao,Joseph
Brief Responses Total = Responded / Enrolled
QID Question Response Statistics

23043 Was the Graduate Assistant prepared?

Never Always

1 2 3 4 5

23044 Was the Graduate Assistant organized?

Never Always

1 2 3 4 5

23045 Did you understand the Graduate
Assistant's presentation?

Never Always

1 2 3 4 5

23046 Did you understand the oral
communication by the Graduate Assistant?

Never Always

1 2 3 4 5

23047 Was the Graduate Assistant open to
questions?

Never Always

1 2 3 4 5

23049 Did the Graduate Assistant answer
questions effectively?

Never Always

1 2 3 4 5

23050 Was the Graduate Assistant in control of
the recitation section?

Never Always

1 2 3 4 5

23051 Did the Graduate Assistant treat students
with respect?

Never Always

1 2 3 4 5

23052 Was the Graduate Assistant available
during office hours?

Never Always

1 2 3 4 5

24798 Overall, I rate this Graduate Assistant:

Poor Excellent

1 2 3 4 5
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Essay Responses for MATH243061D for 2022 Fall (2228) - Instructor Nakao,Joseph
Question ID: 1117
Additional Comments:
 
Responses (13 of 16)
Joseph Nakao was the best assistant I've ever had and he made it very easy for us to get his help when we
needed it and provided a large supply of quality review material before test so as to best prepare.
He is very passionate and patient . His ensusiasiant ingnite me . Make me interested in Math. Really
He made sense of all the material for me through the labs and discussions.
none
Always able to provide extra help to students when needed.
Joseph is the best TA I've had in any course I've taken here.
One of the best TA's I had
One of the best teaching assistants I've ever had. He was always willing to help each student fully
understand each concept. When I was sick during the year or was struggling with mental help, he was very
flexible, giving me an extension if I needed it and being great help during his office hours.
No additional comments
My TA for 242 was.... he wasn't the best. I never felt like I could go to him for things. He was just there.
So, I had lowered my expectations for this semester. But, Joseph has flipped that around and set the bar in
the heavens. Not only did he come to every lab and discussion with the best attitude and a yearning to
help, he was also always accessible. Office hours all the time, always responding to emails- he's the best. To
get a little personal, his emphasis on queer mathematicians really struck a chord with me as a queer math
major. I meant to mention it to him at the first discussion when he passed out those little notecards to get
to know us. I'm a math education major and I hope I can be even just a little bit awesome and inspiring to
my students as Joseph was to us. My favorite thing to do in my math classes is watch how all of my
professors teach and how I can implement those things (and what to avoid), and I hope to take a page
from Joseph's book in mu future career. Tell him good luck in all of his future endeavors. He deserves it.
Very helpful in furthering my understanding of the material and preparing for exams
Always available to answer questions through office hours and email and responded quickly to emails.
His quiz reviews were really helpful with exams/quizzes as he was really good at going understandable step
by-step on a problem and created a relaxing learning environment that encouraged good learning.
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Total:  19 / 22
Mean:  5

Std Dev:  0.00

Total:  19 / 22
Mean:  5

Std Dev:  0.00

Total:  19 / 22
Mean:  5

Std Dev:  0.00

Total:  19 / 22
Mean:  5

Std Dev:  0.00

Total:  19 / 22
Mean:  5

Std Dev:  0.00

Total:  19 / 22
Mean:  5

Std Dev:  0.00

Total:  19 / 22
Mean:  5

Std Dev:  0.00

Total:  19 / 22
Mean:  5

Std Dev:  0.00

Total:  19 / 22
Mean:  5

Std Dev:  0.00

Total:  19 / 22
Mean:  5

Std Dev:  0.00

Brief Responses for MATH243062D for 2022 Fall (2228) - Instructor Nakao,Joseph
Brief Responses Total = Responded / Enrolled
QID Question Response Statistics

23043 Was the Graduate Assistant prepared?

Never Always

1 2 3 4 5

23044 Was the Graduate Assistant organized?

Never Always

1 2 3 4 5

23045 Did you understand the Graduate
Assistant's presentation?

Never Always

1 2 3 4 5

23046 Did you understand the oral
communication by the Graduate Assistant?

Never Always

1 2 3 4 5

23047 Was the Graduate Assistant open to
questions?

Never Always

1 2 3 4 5

23049 Did the Graduate Assistant answer
questions effectively?

Never Always

1 2 3 4 5

23050 Was the Graduate Assistant in control of
the recitation section?

Never Always

1 2 3 4 5

23051 Did the Graduate Assistant treat students
with respect?

Never Always

1 2 3 4 5

23052 Was the Graduate Assistant available
during office hours?

Never Always

1 2 3 4 5

24798 Overall, I rate this Graduate Assistant:

Poor Excellent

1 2 3 4 5
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Essay Responses for MATH243062D for 2022 Fall (2228) - Instructor Nakao,Joseph
Question ID: 1117
Additional Comments:
 
Responses (18 of 22)
Great TA. Best I've ever had. He cares about our understanding even though he does not want to continue
in academia. I think he should because he is a great teacher and respects his students.
Best TA I have ever had by far. He was so helpful and constantly demonstrated how much he cared about all
of the students
I believe Joseph was the best TA I've ever had in my time at college. He was always open to questions and
was able to help clear any misconceptions I'd have, along with just having a great teaching style. He was
always prepared for discussions and labs and his exam/quiz review sessions were really helpful.
Best TA I've had! He always come to class with a clear way and plan on how to explain the material we've
learned in class. He made himself very open to questions when we were working independently. He was
always changing his office hours based on what worked best for us. He held great review sessions before
each exam. Overall, he did everything he could to help us succeed.
Very helpful and always made learning calculus easier.
Great teacher!!!
best ta a student can have
Joseph was by far the best TA here at UD. He goes out of his way to learn everyone's name, he holds extra
office hours, makes things clear. Goes above and beyond and was very very beneficial and critical in my
grade.
Nakao was arguably one of the best TAs I've ever had. His passion and knowledge of math are obvious the
minute you step into his office. He made the most difficult and confusing topics easy to understand by
explainign things in his own words, which demonstrates how much he knows about the subject. He was
always welcoming in his office hours, and went above and beyond to make sure students succeeded. He
also hosted many extra study and review sessions that helped greatly. I do not think I would have done as
well in this class if he wasn't my TA. Nakao is the type of instructor every professor should strive to be.
Joseph was a terrific TA. He was always prepared and told us how the concepts related to each of the
majors. The environment of the classroom was always comfortable, and he made the class enjoyable.
none
Joseph was an excellent TA for this course. He was always going the extra mile to make sure that everyone
in the class understood the material that was being taught. His discussion sections, and especially review
sessions were extremely helpful in preparing for the tests and exams. He was incredibly enthusiastic and
devoted to helping his students in the best way that he could.
Undoubtedly the best TA I've ever had. Went above and beyond to make sure we understood the topics and
were prepared for the quizzes and exams. Was always available when I needed help outside class.
Joseph is one of the greatest teachers I have ever had. He was so extremely helpful to me as a freshman in
a class of sophomores who was transitioning not only into a brand new schools and lifestyle, but also style
of math class.
Best TA I have had. He is flexible when it comes to office hours, willing to meet extra time throughout the
week in order to help his students. He has helped me learn and reinforce ideas that I learned in lecture
class. He is very knowledgeable about the subject and is great at explain it to students. Always caring
towards his students. Excellent teacher and best TA I have had.
legend. by far best TA ive had so far
One of the best TA's I have had, really cared about the students. Gave us extra practice for quizzes and
exams. I really appreciated the review sessions out of class before quizzes and exams. They helped to
better prepare me and ensure I was ready for the exams and quizzes.
Mr. Nakao did an excellent job as a Math243 TA this semester. He built upon lecture topics extremely
effectively, and applied them to real world instances where my classmates and I would be able to use this
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math in the future. He conveyed the lecture topics in a very digestible manner and made complex topics
very easy to process.
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